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ABSTRACT

Part I: Concept of Pyramid and Sri Cakra

Yanträ is an instrument, a machine, a store house of power. Rather it contains 
in itself in a controlled form (from niyanträna control) the uncontrollable power 
of the deity. It is of the form of cakrä, the wheel representing constant 
movement or can also be of the form of pyramid, the form which focuses the 
energy into the center through its particular configuration.
The bio energy or präna or bio plasma as it is popularly called has to be a form 
of the same universal energy which creates and sustains all forms of matter and 
energy. It is here that the pyramid becomes an important tool to us. The 
pyramids have two unique qualities: the first is that the geometry of pyramids 
traps a very strong pranic field inside. Secondly the organism inside it is tuned 
automatically to absorb it. These aspects of pyramids are amazing..
While doing the detailed study on Yanträs one can see that, as mentioned in 
this report both pyramids and çré cakrä are known as yanträs as they are the 
instruments which absorb the energy and thus can be used in various ways. 
They are the representatives of the microcosmic world. Here in this report 
attempt has been made to give a short spectrum of the knowledge about the 
pyramids. It gives a broad view of how the pyramid and the çré cakrä work and 
how can one prepare them and install to get more benefits.

In India Pyramid word is mention in the Rgveda as a structure to perform some 
Vedic rituals and it evaluated into sacred architecture to the house of lord, 
depicting the macrocosm. Thus came the evolution of pyramidal shape in 
temples, which is included in this report. Pyramid yanträ is a very helping tool 
in distant healing, pranic healing, reiki, spiritual healing and many others as it is 
a tool which has a unique power to resonate with the cosmic energy, which is 
very helpful in obtaining better results in healing. The çré cakrä is conceived as 
siva-çakti in the macrocosmic and also in the microcosmic aspects i.e. As the 



cosmos and as individual both.

The point in the primary triangle transforms itself through a series of lines, 
triangles, circles and squares to form the great çré cakrä which is nothing but 
are presentation of the supreme consciousness in its various levels.
General applications and benefits of the pyramids is then described. Also the 
significance of the bindu and the trikona in the çré cakrä are mentioned.
The later part contains in brief about the deities associated with all the nine 
cakräs of the çré cakrä.Though the topic is very vast, but this report is a small 
attempt to put together all possible details related to pyramid and çré cakrä.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

 Though only very little is known about pyramids today, it looks that 
pyramid is a scientifically designed instrument with the holistic approach.

 The form of pyramid particularly the tip of the pyramid has the capability 
to harness the harness the energies (Präëa) in the cosmos. The siphoning 
of Präëa creates a vortex which then spirals down to the base of the 
pyramid.

 The great pyramid of Egypt is widely known because it is the largest, 
mathematically and geometrically most perfect. It has no missing 
features as in other pyramids.

 The pranic field in the pyramid can contribute to healing, but it may not 
apply to some persons for some mystical reasons.

Pyramid works on all seven levels of human systems – physical, etheric, astral, 
lower mind, higher mind, soul and spirit.
Thus, tanträ, yanträ and manträ belong together and verify one another to 
make this sense or experience of beauty surge up within one’s consciousness 
with an overwhelming force.
cakräsuggests a global unit of consciousness. it is represented as a circle for 
two–dimensional convenience, but it is meant to be more than a circle. it 
consists of triangles with their bases placed conversely trying to interpenetrate 
each other from opposite side .
Be it noted that the cakrä is not called Tripurasundari cakrä, or Lalita cakrä, but 
just Çré cakrä. Çréis a prefix added to the words to denote auspiciousness. The 
Täntrics hold that Knowledge about sculpture etc., is no knowledge at all; Only 



the Knowledge leading to liberation, the vidya of the goddess, Çré vidya is the 
knowledge that matters. Similarly, the cakrä of the goddess alone is the cakrä, 
Çré cakrä .Whenever anybody mentions simply Çré cakrä without any special 
appellation, everybody understands that the cakrä of cakräs, the geometrical 
projection of paramount power, is meant.
As we become more and more aware of the energy fields and the ill effects of 
drug therapies we are bound to switch over to pyramid energy as a savior.
All this go to show the importance the täntric masters attach to the conception 
of identity of çré cakrä with çré vidya, as without such an identity the worship 
of çré cakrä will only be a lifeless ritual.
And so, in the process of inner worship one comes to realize that the çré cakrä 
is not somewhere outside but inside oneself. The union of siva and çakti is the 
central idea of çré cakrä.
Thus it looks that the future of energy medicine belongs to the pyramid which 
is quoted as the most efficient device as compared to the rest.
Thus in order to get all possible benefits of these two and which can be easily 
used in our daily routine life, each one should make use of the enormous 
strength of these yanträs.
Further study can be done in the same to compare the two and also one can 
study the other types of yanträs mentioned.

Part II: Effect of Pyramids on Preservation of Milk

Pyramids are believed to preserve life and possibly help in healing and in 
elevation of the human-consciousness. Although pyramids have become well 
known, much remains a mystery. We have attempted to scientifically analyze 
the effect of the pyramids on the preservation of milk. This study in an attempt 
to analyze preservation of milk kept under the pyramids for a period of 14 days. 
Three Pyramids made of wood (natural) and synthetic materials like fiberglass 
have been used. Out of these four were square and two were octagonal base. 
Total plate count and growth of lactobacilli, lactic streptococci and 
bifidobacteria have been counted by repeated sampling of milk kept 
underneath the pyramids and compared with a milk sample kept without a 
pyramid. Individual bacterial counts and total bacterial plate counts have been 
obtained and results. Show various levels of inhibition of bacterial growth in all 
pyramids. Wooden pyramids have shown the maximum preservative capability 
in comparison to fiberglass pyramids. Octagonal shaped pyramid has shown 
better performance than square shaped pyramids (p<0.05). There was in total 



an average of 95% change between the control and test samples.
Thus, Pyramids made of natural materials have shown to preserve better than 
synthetic materials.

Summary and Conclusion

The effect of pyramid has been observed by documenting the inhibition effect 
on the growth of microbes. Wooden pyramids were found to perform better 
than fiberglass pyramids with respect to inhibition of bacterial growth in milk. 
This has been demonstrated both by the curve. We believe that natural 
materials tend to show better energy characteristics than synthetic materials. 
The Great Pyramids of Giza, built entirely with natural materials have been 
associated with a wide variety of energy patterns as documented by various 
authors and investigators (12). Among wooden pyramids, the octal form was 
better than the square and small-square pyramids. The only exception to this 
was seen in bifidiobacterial counts where the wooden square model scored 
over the small-square and octal forms. The superiority of the octal form over 
the other two can be possibly attributed to increasing pyramidal faces being 
more energy trapping than fewer faces. This supposition can be further studied 
by observing the effects of inhibition by triangular and hexagonal pyramids and 
cones. The superstructures (rajagopuras) in Hindu temples and buddhist stupas 
have been traditionally designed in a pyramidal or conical shape to concentrate 
the cosmic energy in the icon placed in the sanctum sanctorum below it (16). It 
is possible that this concentrated energy is what heals the mind and the soul 
and in turn the body also, when the devout visit such places of worship and 
prayer (18).We are not presently able to attribute any known cause to this 
inhibitory effect. There have been many publications in attempting to explain 
the energy of the pyramid and its effects (13). However, we intend to consider 
the cause-and-effect theories to explain this phenomenon, which have been 
propounded earlier by many theorists (14). It is known that microbes move to 
selected places in a growth container, which in turn has an effect on evaluation 
of the microbial count. This effect known as a “curvature effect”, can affect 
bacterial counts by way of the sampling process not reaching out to corners of 
the containers. This has however, been taken care of, by swirling the container 
and ensuring even mixing of the milk in the containers prior to drawing samples 
for analysis. The differences in results that may be expected from variations of 
the samples can be ruled out since the milk used in the test and control 
specimens has been sourced from the same bulk sample.The shape effect that 



has been documented (15, 16) in certain test procedures following differences 
in shapes of test containers. This however has been negated by use of 
containers for holding the samples made of the same material and of same 
sizes.

The Yantra and Mantra theory (15) can propound a logical explanation to 
explain the results observed. Under this theory, the pyramid becomes an 
instrument through which the all pervading prana-shakti gets focused into the 
material kept underneath. The preservation energy (prana) involved in 
inhibition of bacterial growth and preservation of milk has been written about 
in many texts, doctrines and write-ups (17). We propose that this energy is 
being concentrated by the pyramidal structure and aids in preservation of the 
material kept below it. The pyramid itself becomes an instrument through 
which the cosmic energy is getting concentrated into the material placed 
underneath and exerts positive effects like preservation.

Speciation of the various bacteria that are seen in fermentation of milk have 
not been done. We have been able to successfully demonstrate the effect of 
pyramid energy on the total bacterial count and also on selected bacteria like 
lactobacilli, lactic streptococci and bifidobacteria. Further study in this direction 
and bacterial speciation may help in understanding the intricacies of the 
pyramid power. We conclude that pyramids are great sources of unseen 
positive energy and can be utilized for various purposes like preservation, 
pollution reduction and understanding and elevation of the human 
consciousness.
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